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� Write an article including following information for the school magazine on topic of marvels 

of the environment. 

1. Plants 

a. Select 3 plants in your environment which exhibit wonderful characters.  

b. Write a short description about the shoot system and root system of the 

selected plant and write the special adaptation for various plant functions. 

c. Write the reason for the selection of above plant as a wonder among others.   

d. Name few other plants which exhibits wonderful characters and write the 

characters and special features in a table. 

Name of the plant Reason for considering as a 

wonder 

Special features 

   

   

   

   

 

2. Animals 

a. Select 3 animals in your environment which exhibit wonderful characters.  

b. Write a short description about the morphological and special adaptations  to 

the environment  of the selected animal 

c. Write the reason for the selection of above animal as a wonder among others.   

d. Name few other animals which exhibits wonderful characters and write the 

characters and special features in a table. 

Name of the animals Reason for considering as a 

wonder 

Special features 

   

   

   

   

 

 



3. Earth and space 

The nature is a full of wonder what we see  

The mountain towers, faults and craters 

The blue sea, which do not drown you 

Where the ground water trickles to form a geyser 

See the Tornado arise from far  

Fountain of water gushes up to the sky  

See the Pacific Ocean which harbor an immense diversity in a small island  

Nature is a wonder what we see 

 The blue sky, with rainbow and mirage 

See the shooting star, halo high up in the sky 

Everything keeps us surprise 

a. Read the above poem and identify the wonders of earth and space.  

b. Write a short scientific description of each. 

4. Many Great personalities have contributed themselves for Great inventions under 

communication, Transportation and energy utilization 

a. Select one great personality who has contributed their selves for each of above 

highlighted topic and write a short description of his invent and its importance. 

b. Fill the following table of great inventors of past. 

Great inventers Invention Its importance 

   

   

   

   

   

 

c. There are many important personalities in Sri Lanka who has contributed 

themselves for development of science. Following are few of them write the 

contribution of them for the development of science stream in SL.  

i. D.J. Wimalasurendra: 

ii. A.N.S.Kulasingha: 

iii. Arthur C. Clark 

iv. Siril Ponnamperuma 

v. Sn: Sarath Gunapala 

 

 

5. Refer the news telecast on television and write a DIARY OF NATURAL DISASTERS 

happening during the month of August to September 09th 2015 in Sri Lanka and rest of 

the world.  

Important:  Record information about Flood and lightning Land slide, with the name of 

the Country, Place and disasters condition.  


